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Stable and Radioactive elements: 

Stable element have normal ratio of Neutrons/protons ≥1 

 

N/p  1 for low atomic number Z = 1 to 20 

N/p > 1 for element of Z > 20 

               Where  A  is mass number = ( N + P ) 

                            Z  is atomic number 

 

None Stable elements (radioactive): This ratio either 

above or below  normal:- 

1. For elements have N/P > normal ratio :- 

Then, they have neutrons more  normal number thus it will  

decay ( transform تتحول ) by either :- 

 

a. Neutron emission  when the number of neutron very 

high than normal this type of radiation is" neutron particle ". 

 

b. Neutron disintegration  which gives off following 

radiation:- 

                         N → P + β ( e
-
 ) 

1. Electron which is called beta ( β ) because it is from the  

nucleus. 

2. γ – rays ( gamma rays ) when the proton goes to stable  

or lower energy state. 
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2. For elements  which have N/P < normal ratio:- 

    These elements decay be :- 

 

a. Proton emission: when number of protons are very high  

    than normal. 

 

b. Electron capture: when the proton number is slightly   

    more than normal. 

    P + e     From          Neutron               

                       

 
In this process of transformation (decay) the following  

 radiation given:- 

a. γ – rays  when neutron goes to stable state. 

 

b. X – rays  when the vacancy )فراغ( of K shell is 

filled with  electron from other shells ( L, M, N ) 

 

c. Positron (e
+
)  Positron  is given by the nucleus   

because is gained يكتسب  electron, then it will give an 

energy as positron β
 +

 which has very short life time. 

 

Decay " Transformation " Process:- 
  Each radioactive atoms try to decay to reach the stable state in  

 the following probability . 

 

        ( dN / dt )
    

α     number of total radioactive atom. 

 

   .
.
.       dN/dt   =   -λ N         

              dN/N   = -λ dt  
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                                                           (:tفي أي زمن ) بالتكامل نحصل على المعادلة التالية لحساب عدد الذرات المشعة

                   N = No e
- λt

 ...... (1)  

N   = Number of radioactive atoms after  t = time 

No = Number of radioactive atoms at t = 0(original number) 

λ = decay constant , unit ( sec.
-1

, min...
-1

) 

e   = Natural logarithm ( 2.718 ) 

 

from equation (1): 

                dN/dt  =  (  dNo/dt  ) *  e
-λt

  
 

Since       dN0/dt =  A0  = λNo     (activity of atoms at t = 0 ) 

and          dN/dt  =   A  =  λN       (activity of atoms at t ) 

 

To calculate the radioactivity at any time t :   

 .
.
.             A = Ao e

-λt
 ............. (2)

 
 

 

   ( T 1/2 ) Phy :   ( physical half life time ) is the time required 

                          for either the number of  radioactive atoms or  

                         the activity  reduce to half of its original value. 

   

        At time    t  = ( T1/2 ) Phy , 

                       N  = ( 1/2 ) No  and A =  ( 1/2 ) Ao 

 

Subsitute this condition in equation (1): 

         N/No  =  ( 1/2 )  =  e 
- λ T 1/2

      

                               2
-1

 = e
 - λ T 1/2

   

 

  By taking Ln of both sides of equation we get: 

                          - Ln (2)   =  -  λ  T1/2 × Ln  e  

                            0.693     =    λ  T1/2  

 

               T1/2 = 0.693 / λ        ........... (3) 

  or 

                λ   = 0.693 /  T1/2         .......(4) 

Note: In equations 1.2,3,4 the unit of time and decay constant  

            must be t (sec) , λ ( sec
-1

 ) , t ( min ), λ ( min 
-1 

). 
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Average life ( mean life )     Ta = 1/λ   

                                               Ta = 1.44 T1/2 ......(5) 

 
*  To calculate the number of radio active atoms and the                          

   activity of the sample:- 

 In each atomic weight of any element there is constant   number 

of atoms which is called Avogadro number is equal to [( 6.02 × 

10
23

 ) atoms / Aw ]. 

This means   (1 gm contain 6.02x10
23

  atoms/Aw). 

Example(1) : Calculate the number of radio active atoms in 2  

         grams of
 131

I  if 10% of the sample contain stable atoms. 

 

Number of radio active atoms=(6.02×10
23

/131 ×( 2gm×90/100 

                             (number of  atoms                       

                                          in 1 gram)             (because 10% is 

                                                                         stable .
∙
. unstable 

                                                                            100-10 = 90) 

 

Example(2) : A person has been injected by 3mg of 
131

I with a 

                      physical half – life = 8 days calculate : 

1. The number. Of radioactive atoms after 3 days if the injected  

    amount has a 2% of the stable atoms  ( i .e = 98% of  

    radioactive atoms) . 

2. The mean life of this radioactive atoms. 

3. The activity of the injected dose (Ao). 

  

Unit of Radioactivity 
1. Curie Ci = 3.7 × 10

10 
disintegration / sec ( This number  

     represent the radioactivity of 1 gram  of radium ). 

     The Curie is a large quantity for nuclear medicine. 

     mill curie ( mci ) = 10
-3 

ci . 

     micro curie ( μci ) = 10
-6 

ci . 

 

 

 

2. International System ( SI )  unit of radioactivity is the  
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    Becquerel ( Bq ) = 1 disintegration / sec ( is small unit ) 

                    ( KBq = 10
3 
disintegration / sec )  

                    ( MBq = 10
6 
disintegration / sec ) 

 

    .
.
.         [ 1 ci = 3.7 × 10

10 
Bq ] 

  There are over 1000 kwon radionuclide ,most man made . 

Iodine has 15 known radioisotopes(
131

I,
123

 I) , carbon has two 

stable isotope(
12

C,
13

C),and several radioisotopes(
11

C,
14

C,
15

C), 

 while hydrogen has one isotope, tritium(
3
H). 

 

Groups of isotopes according to their uses: 

1. Research radionuclide: 

    Each isotopes in this group should have low energy and low  

    penetration such as ( 
3
H β and 

14
C  β ) Since β  

    particles are not very penetration  and have low energies . 

 

2. Diagnostic radionuclide: has high penetration and enough  

    physical half – life ( To cover the test time ) . 

Such as 
99m

Tc , 
32

p ) are mostly γ-ray emitters enough physical 

half  life for diagnosis  test or β emitter of enough depth and 

T1/2 ). 

 

3. Therapeutic radionuclide: has high energy to destory            

    cancer cells and enough half life time (enough to cover many  

    cells cycles) 

 

*The most useful radionuclide for nuclear medicine are those 

emit γ-ray. since γ-ray are very penetrating. A gamma-emitting 

radioactive element inside body can be detected outside the body. 

 

*   Radiation destroys the chemical bonds of DNA Generally ,     

   cells which have  more divisions are more effected by  

   radiation especially of the ( S – phase ). 

 

  

 Basic instrumentation and it's clinical Application: 
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1. Geiger – Mueller Counter ( G . M . counter ) 

 
A. Does not distinguish between large and small amount of  

     ionization . Then it is convenient for use in radiation  

     protection. 

 

B. Since , it is in efficient for detecting γ – rays , then it is of  

     little use in clinical nuclear medicine. 

 

2. Scintillation detector = PMTs + Crystal of Na 1 ( Tl )  

A. Photomultiplier tube ( PMT ) : 

 
It is sensitive for detecting even a weak flash of light and  

estimate the amount of light . 

 

* ( Most PMTs have 10 dynodes , so that the electron  

    multiplication of 10
5
 to 10

6
 times occurs from the photo  

    cathode to the anode. 

 

B. NaI ( Tl ) crystal 1cm thick detector are about 2000 times  

     more dense than the gas used in GM detector , and they  

     are quite efficient for detecting γ – rays . 

 

3. Solid State detector : widely used in nuclear physical  

    research , because: they have better resolution than NaI    

    (Tl) Their disadvantages are:-  
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A. They are not available in large size to be used in diagnosis. 

B. They are much more expensive than scintillation detector. 

* But it is very efficient to detect γ – ray in low energy. 

 

 

 

Sources of Radioactivity for nuclear Medicine  
1. Thyroid Scan. 
    Thyroid uses Iodine in the production of hormones that 

control  the metabolic rate of the body .  

 

A. Person with underactive thyroid ( hypothyroid function )  

     will take up less Iodine than a person with normal  

      thyroid function ( Euthyroid )  

B. Person with overactive thyroid ( hyper thyroid ) will take  

     up more than normal . 

 

   .
.
. Euthyroid up take 10 – 40% ( averag 20% ). 

       Hyper thyroid uptake > 40% . 

       But for up take less than 10% may be hypothyroid. 

 
 

1. 
99m

Tc is much preffered than 
131

 I because of it is less danger . 
 

      99m
Tc has shorter half life and 

99m
Tc is γ-ray emitter while  

      131
I in β emitter. 

2. 
123

I is much preffered than 
99m

Tc because the amount of dose    

    of 
123

I is less than the amount of 
 99m

Tc and 
123

I is not need to  

    chemical material ,but 
99m

Tc need to it. 
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Liver Scan: 
1. A does about 200 MBq of 

99m
Tc labeled sulfar colloid with  

    particles 0.5μm in diameter is injected into vein. 

2. The image will obtained after 10min.  

3. Normal liver tissue will absorbed the radioactive particles  

    from the blood .  

4. While a tumor in the liver will not and appears on the scan  

     as an area of reduced radioactivity.  

Brain Scan: 
1. This test is done by 500MBq of

 99m
Tc injected into the blood. 

2. After ( 1 – 2 ) hr four image a front , back left and right  

    sides of the head are taken , to determine the location  

    and size and shape of tumor .  

3. Normal brain tissue will not , or less absorbed the  

    radioactivity particles.  

4. While , a tumor tissue will absorbed the radioactivity  

    particles.  

 

Lung perfusion Imaging to blood. This done by: 

100MBq of lumpy 
99m

Tc labeled albumin is injected into a 

vein . 

This material travels to the heart and then to the lung . 

 A scan Image taken immediately after the injection shows 

radioactivity  

Where the functioning capillaries are located and little 

radioactivity  in the part of the lung is blocked. 

 

Lung Ventilation imaging ( air ): This done by use of 

radioactivity gas such as Xenon 
133

Xe ( T1/2 = 5.3 days)or 
15

O  

( 1 – 2 min ) . Both the distribution of radioactivity and the 

length of time it remain in a given volume to give diagnostic 

information. 


